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Abstract
The morphology of WO3 is studied by AFM microscopy in order to specify the roughness which usually controls the movement of a
free electron between the different layers which is fabricated the sensor. Additionally, STM microscopy gives the electrical
characteristics of the sample by (STS) in a nanoscopic scale. As well as the electronic cloud which is located in the middle distance
between atoms and resulted by insertion of their electrons.
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Introduction
Tungsten oxide (WO3) is considered as a wide band gap semiconductor. WO 3 has a bulk unit cell with a WO6 octahedron
pattern associated with an ion of w (vi) located at the center. Due to the strength of covalence, ion of W is not perfectly +6
oxidized. A distortion through the unit cell of the octahedron and congruently to an overabundance of bulk phases are
occurred due to absent +6 oxidize [1].
Tungsten trioxide is ordered as a fashionable material due to its fantastic electro-chromic, semi-conducting, ferroelectric, and
electro-optic properties [2-4]. In addition to its reliability in the manufacture of gas sensors which depend on conductance
type. Many gases like H2S, NO, and NH3 have the ability to induce changes in electrical conductivity when interaction with
sintered powder and thin or thick [5-7] films occurs. Distinctly, the sensitivity, selectivity, and stability of sensor and
electrochromic devices (ECDS) are believed to have a considerable affection by morphology and microstructure of metal
oxide films [8,9]. Particularly, due to the tiny average size of WO3 crystallites which ranging from (10 nm-100 nm) which
currently used in manufacturing these polycrystalline devices, a major role is presented to change the device properties by
varying the surface topography of WO3. In this respect, the research study is focusing on the topographic and electronic
properties of WO3 crystal especially γ-WO3 with orientation (001) by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (STM) associated with scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) technique [10-13]. Successively, this
work used core level and valence band spectroscopy in order to investigate the pattern of electronic structure for WO3
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crystallite with STS technique. Nevertheless, just with STS technique, a local probe can be addressed into the surface of WO 3
crystallite and crystallite-crystallite boundaries to get an investigation about the local electronic properties associated to the
topography identified by STM and AFM as well. This determined and considered through this work to clarify WO 3
advantages over another semiconductor.

Preparation WO3 Nanostructure
Tungsten trioxide nanostructure (WO3) synthesized by using pyrolysis method for a precursor of W(CO) 6 in an acid with
high temperature (around 220℃). Metallic (W) nanoparticles were spin coated on a glass substrate under atmospheric
conditions. By the heat treatment, WO3 structure is translated to WO3 phase at high temperature (530℃).

The Density of State (DOS)
The total density of state (DOS) is projected by O 2p and W 5d in the state of WO3 semiconductor. Hence, O 2p states are
dominated the valence band of crystal while the conduction band dominated with W 5d states. Moreover, it appears a
considerable hybridization by this study between valence and conduction bands.

WO3 in STM Scanning with 56.6 nm of Resolution
Term (STS) is defined as the scanning tunneling spectroscopy, which shows the signal of (STM) upon the local electronic
structure of the surface. The (STM) measurement shows the density of state of the electron cloud for the WO3 sample.
Chart 1 shows the tunneling current value is increased exponentially with the positive voltage applied and that proves the
(WO3) is N-type semiconductor because the electrons tunnel from full tip states to empty conduction band states in the WO 3
sample as presented the positive part of the voltage in the chart. Furthermore, the absence of electrons tunneling from the
sample to the tip when a negative voltage is applied due to its need to higher negative voltage as revealed in straightening
voltage line. The work function for (WO3) is around (4.5 eV) and the reason which makes us could not identify it related to
the absence of the negative voltage part versus negative current part i.e. it did not apply enough negative voltage.

CHART 1. Shows the voltage and current which applied between the tip and the sample.

The STM image of constant height mode, which was used in this work, gives the electrical characteristics of the sample by
(STS) in nanoscopic scale, i.e. the variant which occurs in the tunneling current value across the sample surface. That does
not necessarily match to the site of the atoms of the lattice (nuclei). However, a high peak value of tunneling current in the
STM image is observed in a specific location for the tungsten oxide (WO3) sample. This peak is matched to the higher
electron density [14]. That resulted from the atomic cloud for each neighbor atom is inserted at the middle distance between
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them. This lead to a cloud of electrons, which cause an increment in the tunneling current when the tip is scanned sample as
shown in FIG. 1. That peak means there is increment happened in the electrons transition between tip and sample [15].

FIG. 1. A schematic of tungsten oxide, the electron cloud which appears a peak in current as a result of tunneling
increment.

The presence of dispersion lines or blurred figure in the (STM) scanning which appeared is due to existence of contamination
molecules with a diameter larger than the distance that separated the tip and surface of (WO3) sample that remain draft by the
tip across the surface because the distance between the tip and sample is smaller than the diameter of contamination
molecules [16]. Therefore, these molecules attached to the tip of the (STM) probing during its movement and scraping the
surface of (WO3) when they move together. However, if the scanning process of (STM) which is achieved with vacuum, the
image will appear with a higher resolution due to the absent of harness molecules [17].

WO3 with AFM Scanning with 25 μm of Resolution
The cross-section is larger in (AFM) state compared with (STM) and that caused a less resolution of imaging in (AFM)
probing, (25 µm, and 56.6 nm) respectively as described in FIG. 2 with a constant (P-Gain) as stated on (2000). Moreover,
these resolution values are identified for AFM with microscale and nanoscale for STM depending on many experiments that
achieved in the laboratory to get on the highest resolution which limited by instruments (AFM and STM systems) and sample
characteristics.

FIG. 2. Shows the difference between the (AFM) and (STM) scanning for Tungsten oxide WO 3 sample.
However, FIG. 3 demonstrate the roughness or like hills for WO 3 sample which ranging to (0.54 μm). Moreover, the
topography of the surface has a crystalline state pattern instead of amorphous as clarified in FIG. 3 due to annealing treatment
and that lead to reducing, electrochromic performance such as current density and coloration efficiency [18].
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FIG. 3. Shows the morphology for the surface of the prepared sample with annealing.

However, the gas sensor is a surface dominating process, whereas a sensing layer is a rough and porous microstructure in a
special pattern, it will have the advantage to enhance response characteristics of active adsorption sites of the sensor surface
for the analyte gas molecules like NO2. That is related to increase the surface area of interaction for the sensor as more
roughness is increased. Practically, this is applied by dosing WO3 as nanoclusters into the substrate of sensors surface which
is manufactured from semiconductor like SnO2. Therefore, the response time and recovery time for interaction with the
analyte gas molecules will be decreased by activating the mechanism of adsorption and desorption for the analyte gas
molecules on the sensor surface [19].
However, the efforts focus on improving the efficiency of sensors by reducing their resistance which is achieved by dosing
WO3 onto the surface of the SnO2 thin film. That will lead to capture oxygen molecules of SnO 2 thin film into the WO3 due to
the high affinity of tungsten as compared to tin. Therefore, as more oxygen is captured by WO3, oxygen vacancies are more
created in the SnO2 thin film. Consequently, more and more free electrons on the surface of the SnO2 thin film will be
generated and lead to lower resistance.

Conclusion
As WO3 is dispersed on SnO2 thin film, a change will happen in their electrical properties and that increases the number of
free electrons on the surface of the SnO2 thin film. However, the roughness of the surface of WO3 will be the main parameter
to control these changes. Moreover, thickness has the effect that is no less important as compared to roughness.
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